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Abstract
The study of universal approximation of arbitrary functions f : X → Y by neural networks
has a rich and thorough history dating back to Kolmogorov (1957). In the case of learning finite
dimensional maps, many authors have shown various forms of the universality of both fixed depth
and fixed width neural networks. However, in many cases, these classical results fail to extend to
the recent use of approximations of neural networks with infinitely many units for functional data
analysis, dynamical systems identification, and other applications where either X or Y become
infinite dimensional. Two questions naturally arise: which infinite dimensional analogues of neural
networks are sufficient to approximate any map f : X → Y , and when do the finite approximations
to these analogues used in practice approximate f uniformly over its infinite dimensional domain
X ?
In this paper, we answer the open question of universal approximation of nonlinear operators
when X and Y are both infinite dimensional. We show that for a large class of different infinite
analogues of neural networks, any continuous map can be approximated arbitrarily closely with
some mild topological conditions on X . Additionally, we provide the first lower-bound on the
minimal number of input and output units required by a finite approximation to an infinite neural
network to guarantee that it can uniformly approximate any nonlinear operator using samples from
its inputs and outputs.
Keywords: Universal Approximation, Nonlinear Operator Theory, Deep Learning
1. Introduction
Consider the problem of universal approximation of maps between topological vector spaces using
neural networks. In particular, let F = {f : X → Y} be some family of morphisms, and let
GL = {TL ◦g ◦TL−1 ◦· · · g ◦T1 : X → Y} ⊂ F be a family of neural networks defined by repeated
composition of a series of affine maps (Tℓ)
L
ℓ=1 and a point-wise activation function g : R → R.
For a given topology T on F and E ⊂ X , when is it true that cl (GL|E) = F|E , where cl (·) is the
closure in T ?
An affirmative answer to this question when X and Y are finite dimensional is essential to the
use of neural networks in many standard applications, for example in decision theory, where the
use of neural networks as a practical parametric model hinges on their ability to approximate any
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measurable f : Rn → R. Fortunately, it has been shown that both arbitrary width neural networks
of fixed depth and arbitrary depth neural networks of fixed width are universal approximators. In
the case of fixed depth, L = 2 suffices: The initial work of Cybenko (1989), Hornik (1991), and
Funahashi (1989) showed that surprisingly, cl (G2|K) = C(K,Y) in the uniform topology where Tℓ
unrestricted, g is ”sigmoidal” and K ⊂ X is any compact set. Likewise in the case of fixed width:
Lu et al. (2017) showed that when the number of hidden units is restricted as dim Tℓ ≤ dim X +4
for all ℓ, cl (
⋃∞
ℓ=1 Gℓ) = L
1(X ,Y) in the usual topology.
However, when either X or Y are taken to be infinite dimensional substantially less is known.
The question of universal approximation of mappings between such spaces is of particular interest
for the use of neural networks in settings whereby the data or labels are functional in nature such
as dynamical systems Chen and Chen (1995), inverse mapping problems Adler and O¨ktem (2017),
and functional data analysis (Ramsay (2004), Besse et al. (2000)). In such cases, one considers
whether or not some GL is expressive enough to learn nonlinear functionals, operators, or basis maps
where (Tℓ)
L
ℓ=1 are infinite dimensional analogues of the finite affine maps considered above. To that
end, Stinchcombe (1999) first showed that for the case of nonlinear functionals if X = C(K)
and Y = Rd then G2 is universal; that is, cl (G2|E) = C(C(K),R
d)|E in the uniform topology
when E ⊂ X ,K ⊂ Rd compact, T1 : f 7→
∫
K f(u)w(u) dµ(u) + b and T2 finite dimensional.
In the setting of nonlinear operators, where X and Y become infinite dimensional, the picture is
less complete. Chen and Chen (1995) studied this problem in the context of dynamical systems
and show an interesting theorem that the function class H of pointwise products of nonlinearities
composed with affine maps is universal that is, cl (H|E) = C(C(K), C(K
′))|E for a compact E.
However it is still not known whether or GL is dense in this space. Lastly, the case of nonlinear
basis maps, where X is finite and Y is infinite dimensional, is particularly important to the use of
neural processes Garnelo et al. (2018) and other generative models of functions whereby a finite
dimensional latent variable is used to generate functions. Unfortunately, when X = Rd and Y =
C(K ′) the question of whether or not cl (GL|E) = C(R
d, C(K ′)) remains open.
Our Contributions. In this paper, we present several new results which answer the open ques-
tions of universal approximation for nonlinear operators and nonlinear basis maps in the affirmative.
In particular we show that one only needs that GL consist of two layer infinite dimensional neural
networks, where summation becomes integration, to show that cl (G2|E) = C(C(K), C(K
′))|E .
Further we develop techniques that improve this result to an even milder set of architectures: specif-
ically, when GL is restricted to two layer neural networks with infinitely many input/output units
but only finitely many hidden units, we again have cl (G2|E) = C(C(K), C(K
′))|E . In our last
universality result, we show that when GL is restricted to two layer neural networks with finitely
many input and hidden units but infinitely many output units can approximate any parameteriza-
tion of a (stochastic) process; that is, cl (G2|E) = C(R
d, C(K ′)). Finally, as a direct result of the
underlying proof techniques we develop, we provide upper bounds on the number of input/output
units needed to uniformly approximate a nonlinear operator using a standard, finite fully connected
neural network. To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first to establish such bounds.
2. Preliminaries
We begin by formally defining the various families of neural networks and topological spaces in
which we wish to answer the question of universal approximation. In particular, when X or Y are
infinite dimensional, there are many possible types of affine maps one can use to construct the layers
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of a neural network G ∈ GL. The proof techniques of this paper will allow us to show universality
in three natural settings resulting from combinations of the layer types given in Definition 1 below.
Denote the set of Lp-integrable functions with respect to the Lebesgue measure µ from a space
K ⊂ Rd to R as Lp(K), and let C(X,Y ) be the set of continuous functions between X and Y . We
further adopt the notation that C(X) = C(X,R). Finally let ‖ · ‖X denote the norm associated to
X which induces its topology. Unless otherwise stated we endow C(·, ·) with the uniform topology
induced by the supremum norm ‖ · ‖∞ and Lp(·, ·) with the usual topology induced by its norm
‖ · ‖Lp . The layers considered are defined as follows.
Definition 1 (Infinite Dimensional Layers) Let H,H ′ be topological vector spaces, let K ⊂ Rd,
K ′ ⊂ Rd
′
, and let T : H → H ′ be some affine map
1. If H = L1(K),H
′ = L1(K
′), then T denoted T o is said to be an operator layer if there
is some (weak∗) continuous family of measures Wt ≪ µ over t ∈ K
′ with Radon-Nikodym
derivative w(u, t) and a function b ∈ L1(K) such that
T o : ξ 7→
(
t 7→
∫
K
ξ(u)w(u, t) dµ+ b(t)
)
. (1)
as presented in Rossi et al. (2002) in less generality.
2. If H = L1(K),H
′ = Rd
′
, then T denoted T f is said to be an functional layer if there is
some measure W ≪ µ with Radon-Nikodym derivative w(u) and vector b ∈ Rd such that
T f : ξ 7→ 〈ξ, w〉L1(K) + b as first introduced by Stinchcombe (1999).
3. If H = Rd,H ′ = L1(K
′), then T denoted T b is said to be an basis layer if there is some
function in L1(K
′,Rd) and b ∈ L1(K
′) such that T b : y 7→ (t 7→ 〈y,w(t)〉
Rd
+ b(t)).
4. When either H or H ′ are finite dimensional, we yield the standard fully-connected layer,
denoted T n
The layer types of Definition 1(1-3) are very natural candidates for building universal approx-
imators. For example, operator layers, as first presented in Rossi et al. (2002), arise when consid-
ering the limit of a neural network as its number of hidden and input units approaches infinity and
some regularity conditions are imposed on its weights. Likewise the functional and basis layers of
Rossi et al. (2002) and Le Roux and Bengio (2007) are a result of a similar limiting process. One
might hope that so long as the map F ∈ F desired to be estimated is in some vague sense the limit
of a finite dimensional process, the respective G ∈ GL should maintain universality. As we will
show, the conditions on X , Y , and F under which this intuition results in an affirmitive answer are
actually quite mild; as in the original universal approximation results of Cybenko (1989) for finite
neural networks, continuity of F and compactness of its domain is all you need.
3. Main Results
We now provide several main results of universal approximation using the proof techniques devel-
oped in Section 5. Let K,K ′ ⊂ Rd,Rd
′
be compact domains , and let E,E′ ⊂ C(K), C(K ′) be
compact families of functions over K and K ′ respectively. Further let g : R → R be any continu-
ous, non-polynomial activation function. We turn our attention to the open question of universality
when X and Y are both infinite dimensional.
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Theorem 2 Let F : C(K) → C(K ′) be continuous. For every ǫ > 0 and any d′′ > 0, there
exists a compact K ′′ ⊂ Rd
′′
, two continuous families of Lebesgue absolutely continuous measures
(W 1v ≪ µ)v∈K , (W
2
y ≪ µ)y∈K ′ , and functions b ∈ L1(K), b
′ ∈ L1(K
′′) such that
sup
f∈E,y∈K ′
∥∥∥∥
∫
K ′′
g
(∫
K
f(u) dW 1v (u) + b(v)
)
dW 2y (v) + b
′(y)− F [f ](y)
∥∥∥∥ < ǫ. (2)
Hence cl (G2|E = {T
o ◦ g ◦ T o : C(K)→ C(K ′)}) = C(C(K), C(K ′))|E .
In other words, there are weight functions w1(u, v) and w2(u, v) (and biases) which are the limit of
the weights of finite neural networks (as in Rossi et al. (2002)) such that two layer neural networks
composed of the corresponding operator layers can approximate any continuous, nonlinear operator
F .
It turns out that one can approximate K using an even more restricted class G2: up to some
arbitrary error, a neural network which extracts only a finite dimensional set of latent features from
f ∈ C(K) has enough power to approximate K uniformly.
Theorem 3 If F : C(K) → C(K ′) is continuous, then for every ǫ > 0 there exists an N > 0 and
two finite collections of functions (w1i ∈ L1(K))
N
i=1 and (w
2
i ∈ C(K
′))Ni=1 and biases b ∈ R
N , b′ ∈
C(K ′) such that
sup
f∈E
∥∥∥∥∥
N∑
i=1
w2i g
(∫
K
f(u)w1i (u) dµ(u) + bi
)
+ b′ − F [f ]
∥∥∥∥∥
∞
< ǫ. (3)
Hence cl
(
G2|E = {T
b ◦ g ◦ T f : C(K)→ C(K ′)}
)
= C(C(K), C(K ′))|E .
Next, consider the setting where X is finite dimensional and Y is not. The following result
answers universality of G2 in the affirmative.
Theorem 4 If F : Rd → C(K ′) is continuous, then for every ǫ > 0 and for all E ⊂ Rd compact,
there exists anN > 0, a matrixW ∈ Rd×N , a collection of functions (w2i ∈ C(K
′))Ni=1 and biases
b ∈ RN , b′ ∈ C(K ′) such that
sup
x∈E
∥∥∥∥∥
N∑
i=1
w2i g
(
W Ti x
)
+ b′ − F [x]
∥∥∥∥∥
∞
< ǫ. (4)
Hence cl
(
G2|E = {T
n ◦ g ◦ T b : Rd → C(K ′)}|E
)
= C(Rd, C(K ′))|E .
Essentially Theorem 4 states that so long as the number of outputs of a finite neural network ap-
proach infinity one can represent any continuous map of Rd into C(K) uniformly up to some error
threshold. In the case of neural processes this guarentees that there exist finite neural networks
which can represent any compact distribution over continuous functions uniformly.
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3.1 Uniform Approximation of Operators for Finite Dimensional Neural Networks
As we will establish in Section 5, the underlying mechanism that asserts Theorems 2, 3, and 4
also provides a method for upper bounding the minimum number of input and output units of a
finite neural network that are required to approximate an infinite dimensional nonlinear operator
uniformly over its domain and codomain function space. In particular, suppose that one attempts
to use a finite neural network GL ∋ G : R
M → RM to learn a nonlinear operator D : X → Y
(e.g. a dynamical system, transformation of random processes, etc.) by using a fixed set of M
sample points of functions φ ∈ X and Dφ ∈ Y . When G is trained over many φ using data of
the form (φ(xi),D[φ](yi))
M
i=1 resulting from some fixed set of sample points SX = (xi)
M
i=1 and
SY = (yi)
M
i=1, one wonders if using an interpolation of the M outputs of G(∆[φ]) to reconstruct
Dφ is uniformly accurate over all φ ∈ X. Further, how many input/output units are required to
guarantee uniform accuracy of the reconstruction? The following theorem answers these questions
in terms of the covering numbers of X , Y , and the regularity of D.
Let InterpSY : R
M → Y be any affine map which constructs an interpolation of its input at
the points in SY . Further for any continuous map f defined on a compact set, let ωF (δ) denote its
modulus of continuity and LF denote its Lipschitz constant. Finally let C(K, γ) denote any minimal
covering of K with balls of radius γ.
Theorem 5 Let D : C(K)→ C(K) be continuous. Then for any ǫ > 0 and compact E ⊂ C(K),
then there exist anN > 0 matricesW 1 ∈ RM×N ,W 2 ∈ RN×M and biases b ∈ RN , b′ ∈ RM such
that
sup
φ∈E,y∈K ′
∥∥∥∥∥InterpSY
[
W 2g
(
M∑
i=1
Wijφ(xi) + b
)
+ b′
]
(y)−D[φ](y)
∥∥∥∥∥ < ǫ (5)
when the samples (xi) and (yi) form covers ofK:
SY = SX = C
(
K,min
{
ψ(ǫ)
ℓ(ǫ)
,
ǫ
2
})
, (6)
where ℓ(ǫ) = max {Lf : f ∈ C (E ∪D[E], ψ(ǫ))} and ψ(ǫ) = ω
−1
D|E
(ǫ/4)/4.
Whereas the classical universal approximation results of neural networks consider when a map
R
M → RM can be approximated, Theorem 5 establishes which M are sufficient for the existence
of a neural network which approximates a non-linear operator D arbitrarily well, uniformly over the
domain of D. Essentially, the theorem shows that uniform approximation occurs when the domain
of φ ∈ X (and Dφ) is covered by xi ∈ SX (and yi ∈ SY respectively) with density controlled by
the ratio of ψ(ǫ), the regularity of D, and ℓ(ǫ), the regularity of X . For example, restricting the
setting to Lipschitz dynamical systems and functions, Theorem 5 lets us lower-bound the minimal
number of input/output units as follows:
Corollary 6 If D : Lλ(K) → C(K) is any Λ-Lipschitz non-linear operator on the set of λ-
Lipschitz functions on K , Lλ(K), then for every ǫ > 0, there is a finite neural network G : R
M →
R
M which approximates D in the sense of (5) whereM >
(
2 + 32diam (K)λΛǫ
)d
.
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4. Related Work
The precedent for our results stands on a substantial body of work studying the properties of in-
finite dimensional neural networks. In particular, Neal (1990) proposed the first analysis of neu-
ral networks with countably infinite nodes, showing that as the number of nodes in discrete neu-
ral networks tends to infinity, they converge to a Gaussian process prior over functions. Later,
Williams (1998) provided a deeper analysis of such a limit on neural networks. A great deal of
effort was placed on analyzing covariance maps associated to the Guassian processes resultant from
infinite neural networks. These results were based mostly in the framework of Bayesian learn-
ing, and led to a great deal of analyses of the relationship between non-parametric kernel methods
and infinite networks, including Le Roux and Bengio (2007), Seeger (2004), Cho and Saul (2011),
Hazan and Jaakkola (2015), and Globerson and Livni (2016).
The origin of the functional, operator, and basis layer types of Definition 1 spurred directly
out of this initial work. Specifically, Hazan and Jaakkola (2015) define hidden layer infinite layer
neural networks with one or two layers which map a vector x ∈ Rn to a real value by consider-
ing infinitely many feature maps φw(x) = g (〈w, x〉) where w is an index variable in R
n. Then
for some weight function u : Rn → R, the output of an infinite layer neural network is a real
number
∫
u(w) φw(x) dµ(w). It should be noted that Le Roux and Bengio (2007) present a sim-
ilar construction. The authors show that this instantiation of a network of the form T f ◦ g ◦ T b
is universal. Another variant of infinite dimensional neural networks, which is captured by our
layer definitions, is the functional multilayer perceptron (Functional MLP). This body of work is
not referenced in any of the aforementioned work on infinite layer neural networks, but it is clearly
related. The fundamental idea is that given some f ∈ V = C(X), where X is a locally com-
pact Hausdorff space, there exists a generalization of neural networks which approximates arbitrary
continuous bounded functionals on V (maps f 7→ a ∈ R). These functional MLPs take the form∑p
i=1 βig
(∫
ωi(x)f(x) dµ(x)
)
which is exactly the composition T n ◦ T f and are universal ap-
proximators. In this context, our results work towards a more complete picture of the universal
approximation literature around infinite neural networks by answering the open questions of non-
linear operator and basis map approximation using different compositions of layer types previously
studied in the literature.
As previously mentioned the results of Chen and Chen (1995) show that functions of the form
h : ξ, y 7→ vT g(W T y + b) · g(
∫
ξw dµ) ∈ H are universal in the family continuous nonlinear
operators on compact function space. While this does not show that standard feed-forward two layer
neural networks GL are universal (due to the multiplication of the non-linearities), the authors show
a nice result on h inH which precurses Theorem 5; that is, for every ǫ > 0 there are points SX =
(x1, . . . , xM ) in the domain such that h(φ(x1), φ(x2), . . . , y) approximates underlying operator
uniformly over all functions ξ. However, their techniques do not specify both which set of points
SX are sufficient and how large M must be for universal approximation to occur. Theorem 5
addresses these issues by showing a stronger claim, namely that finite dimensional G ∈ G2 can
uniformly approximate nonlinear operators, and providing an exact specification for how large M
need be and which conditions on the sample points SX (covering) are sufficient.
5. Proofs
The proofs of these results can be distilled down to three major steps. First, we study how maps of
the form F : X → Y can be decomposed into finite-dimensional maps F˜ : V ⊂ RN → RM through
objects called sample factorizations which behave similarly to functors. Second, we construct a
6
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neural network N which approximate F˜ using standard universal approximation techniques. Third,
we showing that the different post/pre-compositions of the sample factorizations with layers of N
are approximateable using layer types of Definition 1. Then, we prove the main results by showing
that post/pre-compositions approximate the desired F uniformly by virtue of the decomposition in
the first step.
Notation: Approximately Commutative Diagrams. In the following sections we will repeatedly
be asserting whether or not several pairs of maps composed with various other maps are approxi-
mately the same. To simplify the proofs, we introduce the following notation. Let D : I → Met be
a diagram of metric spaces ((Mi, di))i∈I and continuous maps D(i → j) ⊂ C(Mi,Mj) between
them indexed by a ”graph” (category) I . If for all pairs of commutative paths in I their respective
functions f1, f2 : Mi → Mj ∈ D(i → j) in the diagram have supx∈Mi dj(f1(x), f2(x)) < δ then
we say D is a δ-approximate commutative diagram. Pictorially, D is shown as a standard commu-
tative diagram adjacent to the symbol ♮δ (e.g. in Definition 7). When δ = 0 a diagram commutes
normally (the maps associated to the paths are equal) and this is denoted ♮0.
5.1 Sample Factorizations
In general, our goal is to reduce the complexity of approximating a map of the form F : X → Y to
that of a finite-dimensional one F˜ (which we will then approximate using a normal neural network).
When X and Y are function spaces one method for doing this is by first sampling an input function
f ∈ X at a finite number of points, then sampling the function F [f ] at a finite number of points, and
then approximating F by how it transforms these input samples to output samples. In the following
section, we propose an abstract notion of this finite dimensional ’sampling’ procedure called sample
factorization, which applies to any metric space X . We then characterize the conditions under which
such a procedure has uniform guarantees, and further what properties of this procedure allow us to
construct F˜ for a wide variety of spaces.
Definition 7 A sample factorization with error δ of order M for a metric space X is a pair of
uniformly continuous, linear maps (∆,∆∗) such that the following two diagrams commute approx-
imately and normally respectively:
(a)
X RM
X
∆
idX
∆∗ ♮δ, and (b)
X RM
R
M
∆
∆∗
id
RM
♮0. (7)
We adopt the notation ∆¯ = ∆∗ ◦∆ and ∆¯† = ∆ ◦∆∗. If X has sample factorizations for all δ > 0
we say X is sample factorizable.
In the Definition 7 above, one can think of ∆ as taking finitely many samples of some f ∈ X and
∆∗ as constructing some ‘nonparametric’ estimate of f from its samples. Hence (7)(a) says that the
reconstruction error is uniformly small. Likewise (7)(b) says that sampling from a nonparametric
estimate constructed from some points yields exactly the points from which it was constructed.
Of key interest to us is that sample factorizations allow one to naturally factor a map F : X →
Y to an approximate one between finite dimensional vector spaces. The following proposition
shows that sample factorizations are ‘functorial’ in nature. Let δF (ǫ) = ωF (ǫ)
−1 denote the inverse
modulo of continuity for a uniformly continuous map F .
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Proposition 8 (Map Factorization) Let X and Y be sample factorizable spaces and fix an abso-
lutely continuos map F : X → Y . Then for any ǫ > 0 take (∆X ,∆
∗
X ) and (∆Y ,∆
∗
Y) to be sample
factorizations of error δF (ǫ/‖∆¯Y‖op) and ǫ and order M1 and M2. Then the following diagram
approximately commutes
X Y
R
M1 RM2
X Y
|F |
∆X
idYF˜
∆∗
X
∆∗
Y
idX
F
∆Y
♮ǫ. (8)
where F˜ and |F | are defined by taking the natural paths. Hence F factors into a uniform approxi-
mation supf∈X dY(|F |(f), F (f)) < ǫ.
Proof We simply chase the diagram above. Fix an f ∈ X , by the definition of sample factorization
(7)(a) we know that dX (∆X [f ], idX [f ]) < δK(ǫ/δ∆Y (ǫ)) uniformly. Then by uniform continuity
of F , dY(F ◦∆X [f ], F ◦ idX [f ]) < ǫ/δY (ǫ). Finally, by uniform continuity of ∆Y we have
dY(|F |[f ], F [f ]) = dY(∆Y ◦ F ◦∆X [f ], idY ◦F ◦ idX [f ]) < ǫ. (9)
As we will use centrally in our proof of 2, the approximately commutative diagram (8) of Propo-
sition 8 guarantees that if one can approximate F˜ uniformly over RM1 then one can reconstruct F
uniformly over X .
We now show that sample factorizations exist under mild assumptions on X , and provide a
lower-bound on the dimensionality M given a desired error δ. For ǫ > 0 let C(S, ǫ) denote a
smallest possible ǫ-cover of some subspace S of metric space by ǫ-balls. Finally for f ∈ X (K) let
Lf be its Lipschitz parameter (or infinity if it is not defined).
Lemma 9 Suppose that both K ⊂ Rd and X (K) are compact where X (K) is the subset of the
continuous real valued functions on K endowed with the uniform topology. Let δ > 0, there exists
a δ-sample factorization (∆,∆∗) for X (K) of orderM = |S| where
S = C
(
K,
ψ(δ)
maxf∈C(X (K),ψ(δ)) Lf
)
, and ψ(δ) =
δ
2(1 + c)
. (10)
Hence for all f ∈ X (K) the
∥∥f − ∆¯f∥∥ < δ.
Proof LetM be as above, and define ∆ : X (K) → RM such that ∆ : f 7→ (f(x))x∈S . Then for
any continuous, linear∆∗ satisfying ∆¯† = idRM and
∥∥∆¯∥∥
op
≤ c, we claim that (∆,∆∗) satisfies the
lemma. To see this take any f ∈ X (K), then there exists a center fn in a fixed minimal ψ(δ)-cover
of X (K) such that∥∥f − ∆¯f∥∥
X
≤ ‖f − fn‖X +
∥∥fn − ∆¯fn∥∥X + ∥∥∆¯fn − ∆¯f∥∥X
< ψ(δ) +
∥∥fn − ∆¯fn∥∥X + ∥∥∆¯∥∥op ψ(δ)
≤ ψ(δ)(1 + c) + max
f ′∈C(X (K),ψ(δ))
∥∥f ′ − ∆¯f ′∥∥
X
.
(11)
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Then for any f ∈ X (K) we wish to bound
∥∥f − ∆¯f∥∥
X
. Note that by compactness of K all f ′ are
uniformly continuous and therefore have finite Lipschitz parameters Lf . Then any x ∈ K there is a
center xn ∈ S such that∣∣∆¯[f ](x)− f(x)∣∣ ≤ ∣∣∆¯[f ](x)− ∆¯[f ](xn)∣∣
+
∣∣∆¯[f ](xn)− f(xn)∣∣K︸ ︷︷ ︸
(⋆)
+ |f(xn)− f(x)| (12)
By construction of (∆,∆∗), (7)(b) holds and thus
X (K) RM X (K)
R
m
∆ ∆∗
id
RM
∆
♮0. (13)
Both terms in (⋆) are exactly the paths in (13), so (⋆) = 0. Therefore, bounding the first term in
(12) using the operator norm of ∆¯, we have
∣∣∆¯[f ](x)− f(x)∣∣ ≤ (1 + c)Lf‖x− xn‖K ≤ (1 + c)Lfψ(δ)
maxg′∈C(X (K),ψ(δ)) Lg
(14)
Combining the uniform bound of (14) with (11) we yield∥∥f − ∆¯f∥∥
X
< 2(1 + c)ψ(δ) = δ. (15)
We note that one can obtain a tighter bound than what is given above by controlling the recon-
struction error |∆¯[f ](x) − f(x)| for specific choice of ∆∗. For example when ∆∗ performs spline
estimation and assumptions are made on the smoothness of f ∈ X ,M can be improved.
5.2 Proof of Main Results
As aforementioned, our second step is to show that non-linear operator has a map decomposition
which is approximated by a finite neural network. Fortunately, this follows directly from the classi-
cal universal approximation results and Lemma 9.
Theorem 10 (Neural Map Factorization) If F : C(K) → C(K ′) is some continuous operator
and E ⊂ C(K) compact, then for any ǫ > 0, there exists sample factorizations (∆G,∆
∗
G) and
(∆E ,∆
∗
E) of error ǫ/2 and ω
−1
F |E
(
ǫ/(2‖∆F [E]‖op
)
for E and F [E]. Then there exists finite dimen-
sional neural network N with affine maps T n1 and T
n
2 such that the following diagram approxi-
mately commutes:
E RM1 RN
F [E] RM2 RN
F
∆E
♮ǫ N ♮0
T n1
g
∆∗
F [E]
T n2
♮ǫ. (16)
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Proof Denote G = F [E]. Since E ⊂ C(K) compact, Lemma 9 implies that both E and G
are sample factorizable. Let (∆G,∆
∗
G) and (∆E ,∆
∗
E) be sample factorizations of error ǫ/2 and
ω−1F |E (ǫ/(2‖∆G‖op) for E and G respectively. Then by Proposition 8, the associated maps F˜ and
|F | are such that the diagram (8) approximately commutes with error ǫ/2.
Since ∆E [E] ⊂ R
M1 is compact by continuity of ∆E , the universal approximation theorem of
Stinchcombe (1999) implies that there exists finite-dimensional neural network N : RM1 → RM2
with h hidden units such that the following diagram approximately commutes:
R
M1 RM2
R
M1 RM2
F˜
id
R
M1
N
id
R
M2
♮ǫ/2. (17)
Combining this with the bottom half of diagram (8) shows that the following diagram approximately
commutes:
E RM1 RM1
G RM2 RM2
∆E
F ♮ǫ/2
id
R
M1
F˜ ♮ǫ/2 N
∆∗
G
id
R
M2
♮ǫ. (18)
Therefore the map given by P = ∆∗G ◦ N ◦ ∆E = ∆
∗
G ◦ T
n
2 ◦ g ◦ T
n
1 ◦∆E approximates F
uniformly with error ǫ.
Now that we have shown that the map P uniformly approximates the desired F , a viable way
to deduce the results of the main theorems through the following strategy. Observe that the red
and blue maps functions in the composition are affine so if we can construct layers of the type in
Definition 1, that approximate them then we are done.
To that end we show that there are functional, operator, and basis map layers which can ap-
proximate the composition (and precomposition) of a sample factorization and an affine map. Let
(∆E ,∆
∗
E) be a sample factorization of some compact H ⊂ C(K) of orderM .
Lemma 11 (Layer Approximation) Let X ⊂ C(K),Y ⊂ C(K ′′) be compact with sample fac-
torizations (∆X ,∆
∗
X ) and (∆Y ,∆
∗
Y) of order M1,M2 and error ǫ1, ǫ2 respectively. Then if Q :
R
M1 → RM2 is an affine map,then for all ǫ > 0 there exist functional, operator, and basis map
layers T f , T o, T b such that the following diagram approximately commutes:
X Y
R
M1
R
M2
T o
∆X
T f
Q
T b
∆∗
Y
♮ǫ (19)
The proof of this lemma is in Appendix A.1. Now all that remains is to combine the diagrams of
the previous lemma and that of the Theorem 10.
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Proof of Theorem 2, 3, and 4 Observe that by Lemma 9 any compact subset, Z ⊂ C(K ′′) is sam-
ple factorizable (and for any ǫ′ there exists sample factoizations (∆Z ,∆
∗
Z)). By the approximately
commutative diagrams of Theorem 10, Lemma 11, and Definition 7(b), the following diagram ap-
proximately commutes:
E RM1 RN Z
R
N Z
R
N Z
F [E] RM
2
R
N Z
T o1
∆E
F
T f
T n1
id
∆∗Z
♮0 id
♮0g
∆Z
g
♮0id
T b
id
∆Z
∆∗
F [E]
T n2 ∆Z
T o2
♮ǫ (20)
In particular, we construct the upper right hand ♮0 commutative square of (20) by composing the
diagram in (7)(b) with the diagram in (16) after T n1 and before g. Then by composing with that
square with g followed by id (moving downward), the right hand side of (20) commutes approxi-
mately (in fact, normally) with the non-dashed lines. Then for each triangle composed of a dashed
line and a solid line, (for example T o1 and ∆
∗
Z ◦ T
n
1 ◦∆E) the existence of the dashed line (in this
example T o1) for any ǫ
′ follows directly from diagram (19) in Lemma 11. Hence the whole diagram
(20) approximately commutes.
To see Theorem 2 note that (20) implies there exist T o1, T
o
2 such that ‖F −T
o
2 ◦ g ◦T
o
1‖ < ǫ
uniformly. Likewise for Theorem 3 note that (20) implies there exist T f, T b such that ‖F −T b ◦ g ◦
T f‖ < ǫ uniformly. Finally to see Theorem 4, observe that (20) and the property (7)(a) of sample
factorizations implies there exist T n, T b such that ‖F ◦∆∗E − T
n ◦ g ◦ T b‖ < ǫ. 
Proof of Theorem 5 Note that Interp and the sampling procedure φ 7→ (φ(xi))
M
i=1 meet the
conditions to be a sample factorization, and in particular they have order and error exactly sufficient
for both sample factorizations (∆E,∆
∗
E) and (∆F [E],∆
∗
F [E]) when F = D in notation. Hence by
Theorem 10 there exists a G ∈ G2 which satisfies the conditions of the theorem. Finally by taking
the path in (20) T ni containing the theorem follows. 
Proof of Corollary 6 Recall that if diam (K) denotes the diameter of K , then K is contained in a
ball of finite radius diam (K)/2 by compactness. By Example 5.5 of Wainwright (2019) the cover-
ing number of a ball of radius diam (K)/2 by γ-balls is upper bounded by (2 + 2diam (K)/γ)d.
Since Lλ(K) is compact, we can apply Theorem 5 where that ψ(ǫ) = ǫ16/Λ and ℓ(ǫ) = λ. Setting
γ = ψ(ǫ)/ℓ(ǫ) this proves the result.

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6. Conclusion
In this work we answer two open questions of universal approximation for neural networks in the
affirmative when their input and output domain become infinite dimensional: in particular our main
results assert that in the setting of nonlinear operator approximation and nonlinear basis map ap-
proximation, several classes of two layer neural networks are universal.
To show these results we developed a category theoretic proof technique centered around objects
called sample factorizations. For familiar spaces such as C(K) these objects are pairs of sampling
and interpolation processes. We show that sample factorizations have a functorial property that lets
us reduce the problem of approximating an infinite dimensional map to a finite dimensional one with
nice commutative properties. By proving that the infinite dimensional analogues of neural network
layers are universal with respect to these sample factorizations, we are able to leverage the classical
universal approximation results for neural networks to show universality in the infinite dimensional
case.
As an additional upshot of this technique we give provide the first upper bound on the minimum
number of input and output units required to guarantee that a finite neural networks is capable
of universally approximating a nonlinear operator uniformly over the function space on which it
operates. Such a guarantee is not possible using classical universal approximation results alone.
Specifically, we show that this minimal architecture depends on covering number of its domain with
balls whose radius is the ratio between the regularity of the desired operator and the regularity of
the functions on which it operates.
Our results suggest directions for future work. First, we show that infinite dimensional neural
networks composed of operator layers are universal approximators of nonlinear operators, and in
addition we provide sufficient conditions for some finite dimensional neural network to approxi-
mate an infinite dimensional one. A natural next question is: given some regularity conditions on a
nonlinear operator, are the weight functions of the operator layer based neural networks that approx-
imate it smooth or regular? An answer in the affirmative yields a new method for parameterizing
finite neural networks by learning smooth estimators of these weight functions with upper bounds
on how many samples are needed to achieve universal approximation. Second, the uniform univer-
sality relationship between finite dimensional and infinite dimensional neural networks opens the
possibility of approaching the problem of non convex optimization of neural networks using tech-
niques from the calculus of variations on their infinite dimensional analogues to aid in convergence
results. Finally, there is a question of when our upper bound on the minimum number of input and
output units required for uniformity can be strengthened. In particular, we leave the characterization
of domains and function spaces for which the bound becomes sub-exponential to future work.
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Appendix A. Proofs of Technical Lemmas
Lemma 12 Suppose K,K ′ are σ-compact, locally compact, measurable, Hausdorff spaces. If
Q : C(K) → C(K ′) is a bounded linear operator then there exists a Borel regular measure ν and
a weak∗ continuous family of L1(ν) functions W (t, s) = Wt(s) ∈ L
1(ν) on K (and hence K ′)
such that Q[yℓ](s) =
∫
K y
ℓ(s)W (t, s) dν(s) for all yℓ ∈ C(K).
Proof Let ζt : C(K
′) → R be a linear form which evaluates its arguments at t ∈ K ′; that is,
ζt(f) = f(t). Then because ζt is bounded on its domain, ζt ◦ Q = Q
⋆ζt : C(K) → R is a
bounded linear functional. Then from the Riesz Representation Theorem we have that there is a
unique regular Borel measure µt on K such that(
Qyℓ
)
(t) = Q⋆ζt
(
yℓ
)
=
∫
K
yℓ(s) dµt(s),
‖µt‖ = ‖Q
⋆ζt‖
(21)
We will show that κ : t 7→ Q⋆ζt is continuous. Take an open neighborhood of Q
⋆ζt, say
V ⊂ [C(K)]∗, in the weak* topology. Recall that the weak* topology endows [C(K)]∗ with
smallest collection of open sets so that maps in i(C(K)) ⊂ [C(K)]∗∗ are continuous where i :
C(K)→ [C(K)]∗∗ so that i(f) = fˆ = φ 7→ φ(f), φ ∈ [C(K)]∗. Then without loss of generality
V =
m⋂
n=1
fˆ−1αn (Uαn)
where fαn ∈ C(K) and Uαn are open in R. Now κ
−1(V ) = W is such that if t ∈ W then
Q⋆ζt ∈
⋂m
1 fˆ
−1
αn (Uαn). Therefore for all fαn then Q
∗ζt(fαn) = ζt(Q[fαn ]) = Q[fαn ](t) ∈ Uαn .
We would like to show that there is an open neighborhood of t, say D, so that D ⊂ W and
κ(Z) ⊂ V . First since all the mapsQ[fαn ] : K
′ → R are continuous letD =
⋂m
1 (Q[fαn ])
−1(Uαn) ⊂
K ′. Then if r ∈ D, fˆαn [Q
⋆ζr] = K[fαn ](r) ∈ Uαn for all 1 ≤ n ≤ m. Therefore κ(r) ∈ V and so
κ(D) ⊂ V .
As the norm ‖·‖∗ is continuous on [C(K)]
∗, and κ is continuous on K ′, the map t 7→ ‖κ(t)‖ is
continuous. In particular, for any compact subset of K ′, say F , there is an r ∈ F so that ‖κ(r)‖ is
maximal on F ; that is, for all t ∈ F , ‖µt‖ ≤ ‖µr‖ . Thus µt ≪ µr.
Nowwe must construct a Borel regular measure ν such that for all t ∈ K ′, µt ≪ ν. To do so, we
will decompose K ′ into a union of infinitely many compacta on which there is a maximal measure.
Since K ′ is a σ-compact locally compact Hausdorff space we can form a union K ′ =
⋃∞
1 Un of
precompacts Un with the property that Un ⊂ Un+1. For each n define νn so that χUn\Un−1µt(n)
where µt(n) is the maximal measure on each compact cl(Un) as described in the above paragraph.
Finally let ν =
∑∞
n=1 νn. Clearly ν is a measure since every νn is mutually singular with νm when
n 6= m. Additionally for all t ∈ K ′, µt ≪ ν.
Next by the Lebesgue-Radon-Nikodym theorem, for every t there is an L1(ν) function Wt so
that dµt(s) = Wt(s) dν(s). Thus it follows that
Q
[
yℓ
]
(t) =
∫
K
yℓ(s)Wt(s) dν(s)
=
∫
K
yℓ(s)W (t, s) dν(s)
(22)
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This completes the proof.
A.1 Proof of Lemma 11
We prove the result by showing that each triangle in (19) commutes approximately.
Step 1: T f . Let ǫ > 0 be given, and without loss of generality let Q be a linear map. If ∆X is
of the type in Lemma 9, then Q ◦ ∆H is a bounded linear functional since X is compact. By the
Riesz-Markov-Kakutani representation theorem there is a vector valued measure ν such that for all
f ∈ X
Q ◦∆X [f ] =
∫
K
f(u) dν(u), (23)
In particular, this measure is the linear combination of measures: let W ∈ Rm×n be the matrix
representation of Q, and then νj =
∑
x∈SWjxδx where S is the cover from (10) and δx is the Dirac
measure. Let µ denote the Lebesgue measure onK and define
υjr : E 7→
∑
x∈S
Wjx
µ (Br(x))
∫
Br(x)
χE(u) dµ(u). (24)
Then clearly υjr ≪ µ. Further for a fixed f , there exists an ρ > 0 such that for all r < ρ,
‖
∫
f dυr −
∫
f dν‖ < ǫ by [Theorem 3.18 Folland]. Applying the covering argument of Lemma
9, for any ψ > 0, take ρ(ψ) = ming∈N(K,ψ) sup{r : ‖
∫
g dυr −
∫
g dν‖ < ψ}.
‖υρ(ψ)(f)− ν(f)‖ < ψ(1 + ‖W‖op + ‖Wop‖‖∆X ‖op) (25)
Now letting ψ = ǫ/(1 + ‖W‖op + ‖Wop‖‖∆E‖op) we have that υρ(ψ) → ν in the weak
∗-topology.
So for any ǫ, T f defined by vector valued Radon-Nikodym derivative
dυρ(ψ)
dµ ∈ L
1(µ) has ‖T f −
Q ◦∆X ‖ < ǫ uniformly over H . One can extend this to affine maps by subtracting and then adding
bias terms.
Step 2: T o. Let ǫ′ > 0 be given. We again assume that Q is a linear map. Then by Step 1 there
exists a T f such that ‖T f − Q ◦∆X ‖ < ǫ
′ uniformly. Then composition with ∆∗Y yields that for
every v ∈ K ′′ define D : X → Y as
D[f ](v) = ∆∗Y ◦ T
f [f ](v) = ∆v∗Y
[∫
K
f(u)w(u)dµ(u)
]
=
∫
K
∆v∗Y [f(u)w(u)] dµ(u), (26)
where ∆v∗Y : R
M2 → R is the linear map f 7→ ∆∗Y [f ](y). Then D is a bounded, absolutely
continuous operator on X . Then by Lemma 12 there exists a Borel regular measure ν such that for
all v ∈ K ′′ there is a function wv ∈ L1(K, ν) such that D[f ](v) =
∫
K f(u)wv(u)dν(u) with the
additional property that the mapK ∋ v 7→ wv dν is continuous in the weak
∗ topology. Then by (26)
when µ(E) = 0 D[ξE ] = 0 and hence ν ≪ µ. Hence by the Radon-Nikodym theorem there exists
a function ωv ∈ L1(K,µ) such that ωv dµ = wv dν with the map v 7→ ωv dµ weak
∗ continuous.
Therefore the map v 7→ D[f ](v) =
∫
K fωv dµ is continuous and ω = (u, v) 7→ dωv/dµ(u) is
measurable in the associated product measure. Therefore let T o[f ] =
∫
K f(u)ω(u, v) dµ(u) and
then ‖T o −∆∗Y ◦Q ◦∆X‖ < ǫ uniformly. One may add a bias term ∆
∗
Y [b] to show the affine case
when Q = Q′ + b. with Q′ linear.
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Step 3: T b. Let V = Q[IM1 ]
T be the transpose matrix defining Q. Then define M1 functions
Y ∋ wi : v 7→ ∆
∗
Y [Vi](v). Then it follows that if T
b is defined as the following inner product, then
for all v ∈ K ′′ and all x ∈ RM1
〈w(v), x〉
RM1 = 〈∆
∗
Y [V ](v), x〉RM1 = 〈∆
∗
Y [IM2 ](v), V
Tx〉
RM2 = ∆
∗
Y [Wx](v). (27)
Hence the upper right triangle commutes normally. 
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